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Historians want Hungary communist files protected
Pablo Gorondi (AP) – March 4, 2011
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP) — People spied on by Hungary's communist-era secret
police would have the right to destroy their surveillance reports under a government
proposal historians say would damage the country's ability to acknowledge its past.
The regime's network of informants once kept as many as 1.6 million people under close
scrutiny, with relatives and neighbors informing on each other and the secret services
compiling over 12 miles worth of files.
The government says it is drafting legislation giving those spied upon the right to decide
whether to save the original documents, keep them for their grandchildren or even
destroy them.
"A state ruled by law cannot keep personal information collected through
unconstitutional means, as these are immoral documents of an immoral regime," the
justice ministry said.
The plan has surprised experts as a highlight of Prime Minister Viktor Orban's first term
was establishing a museum which exhibits the wrongdoings of fascist and communist
dictatorial regimes in the country's history.
Historians have said the right of those contained in the reports to decide their future
would hinder further research of the communist regime that ruled the country between
1948 and 1990.
"Records that provide evidence of injustices hold accountable those responsible for
abuses of trust and power," the Association of Canadian Archivists said in a letter last
week to Hungary's ambassador in Ottawa.
International attention to the archive plan was initially raised by Christopher Adam, a
history lecturer at Canada's Carleton University.
"Archival records provide evidence documenting the actions of public leaders and
protecting the rights of all citizens," the archivists said.
Allowing people to remove the files "would only weaken Hungarians' ability to hold
those officials accountable and would thus undermine a fundamental pillar of
democracy," wrote Association of Canadian Archivists president Loryl MacDonald.
Maria Schmidt, director of Budapest's House of Terror museum, said she hoped
lawmakers would rethink the plan.
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"If these files are handed over, facts and connections will be no longer be able to be
researched," Schmidt said. "Without them, we cannot create a precise picture of the
regime and we can't show future generations the meaning of terror, the dictatorship's
manipulativeness and nature and the arising human depravity."
The museum contains material on Hungary's relationship to Nazi Germany and the Soviet
Union, as well as exhibits related to organizations, such as the fascist Arrow Cross Party
and the communist AVH — similar to the Soviet Union KGB secret police. Part of the
exhibition takes visitors to the basement, where they can see examples of the cells the
AVH used to break prisoners' wills.
The government says scientific research will still be guaranteed by the legislation, which
has to be drafted by November, but permission for historians to access personal files will
have to be granted by the subjects of the files, instead of the institution where the files are
stored.
Historians, researchers and other professionals on the subject will be consulted in the
legislative process, the justice ministry said.
One challenge the government has not addressed is that the pages in the files usually
contain information about more than one person. So, if an original page is removed from
the files and given to someone included in the report, it would be impossible for the
others to see what was written about them.
Janos Kenedi, a writer and researcher who until Jan. 3 headed an official committee in
charge of evaluating thousands of pre-1990 secret files still in the hands of the current
secret services, says laws already provide spied-upon individuals protection while still
leaving files intact.
"All victims have the right to ask the state security archives to classify any files relating
to them for 90 years," Kenedi said. "But anyone who cuts out pages from the original
files with a razor denies others the right to access their own history."
Also, personal information in the files, such as someone's religion or sexual orientation,
is not available even to researchers.
The House of Terror was one of the highlights of Orban's first premiership from 1998 to
2002. Many also still remember his groundbreaking speech in 1989 — when Hungary's
transition to democracy was still uncertain — calling for the removal of Soviet troops
stationed in the country.
Experts are surprised by Orban's latest move, as they feel he was finally exposing
Hungary's troubled past. Yet now, they say, he is playing a role in destroying it.
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Many say the plan for the archives fits in with several other steps taken by the
government since Fidesz, Orban's party, won a two-thirds parliamentary majority in April
2010 elections.
The overwhelming popular support has emboldened the government to disregard most
dissent, weaken basic democratic institutions and distort the system of check and
balances.
It has curtailed the powers of the Constitutional Court, neutered the Fiscal Council, a
budget watchdog, and created a media law which attracted heavy criticism from the
European Union and is feared will allow the government to clamp down on the
opposition press.
Many institutions, including the 1956 Institute which studies that year's anti-Soviet
revolution, have seen the government cut their budget and their fate is uncertain.
"The government thinks it can put an end to the past," Kenedi said. "For Fidesz, history
starts and ends with them and what came before in Hungarian history does not exist.
Their aim is collective amnesia."
Politicians may also be hoping to do away with potentially damaging information,
experts said.
"It is very difficult to see the destruction of Hungarian archives as anything other than a
crude political move on the part of politicians who are concerned about potentially
unpleasant and embarrassing documents on their relationship with the former regime that
may one day be found by historians," wrote Adam, the Canadian lecturer and archivist.
An online petition launched by Adam to ensure the archives' integrity has attracted nearly
2,000 signatures.
Hungary lags behind other former members of the Soviet bloc in fully opening its
archives and nearly 30 percent of the files are still classified and under the control of state
security.
While some historians and journalists have published the names of informants and agents
in books and the Internet, official lists have yet to be made public.
Nonetheless, the names of former communist secret agents — from actors and athletes to
politicians, priests and intellectuals — continue to trickle out every few weeks and
months.
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Closing down history
T.E. – February 28, 2011
SHREDDING a historical archive is an unorthodox step, but this is, in effect, Hungary’s
answer to the 20-year conundrum of what to do with the files left behind by its
communist-era secret police.
The government is planning legislation that will allow the subjects of files compiled by
the security services to take home documents that refer to them. Then they can do what
they like: burn them, bin them or publish them.
Individually, the reports hold little of interest to anyone other than their subjects. But
taken together they constitute a priceless record of Hungary’s post-war history. Once
dispersed, the archive will no longer serve as a trove for historians seeking to shed light
on Hungary’s chaotic 20th century.
"Without the archive, we lose the ability to find out who we are as a society," says János
Kenedi, a historian of Hungary’s security services. "And it’s society as a whole that’s
committing hara-kiri, because it’ll be the files’ own subjects who’ll destroy the archive”.
Bence Rétvári, a junior minister tasked with drafting the legislation, which is due to be
passed in November, says the reports are the "immoral documents of an immoral
regime… The individual should decide whether he wants to make them public or put
them in a drawer."
Secret-police archives have been a problem throughout ex-communist Europe. For one,
they provide a wealth of material to blackmailers. Péter Medgyessy, a Socialist former
prime minister of Hungary, never recovered after it was revealed, in 2002, that he had
been an informer. And then there is the personal cost in broken relationships when files
reveal individual betrayals and deceptions, sometimes decades after the fact.
No country has found the perfect answer. Hungary’s archives have been open to
authorised historians with an approved research topic. Other countries allow individuals
to consult (but not remove) the files of which they are the subjects. In Romania, files on
prominent figures in politics and the church are, notoriously, missing, with no
explanation of how they vanished.
Historians are worried. Christopher Adam, a historian at Carleton University in Canada,
has written:
It is very difficult to see the destruction of Hungarian archives as anything other than a
crude political move on the part of politicians who are concerned about potentially
unpleasant and embarrassing documents on their relationship with the former regime that
may one day be found by historians. Such documents may even suggest that some of the
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most fervent anti-communist politicians today were of a rather different opinion only two
decades ago.
Mr Adam has started up a protest petition, which has been signed by a host of world-class
historians. One is Cambridge’s Richard Evans, who said the destruction of the archive
would be a “scandal”.
Mr Kenedi, who has devoted years to researching stories of persecution and unjust
imprisonment in the 1950s and 1960s, points out that the documents remain useful.
Moreover, he points out, many never made it into the public archive. About a third of the
political police’s files remain in the hands of five successor organisations, where they are
classified for 60 to 90 years. These will not be released.
“What the national security services think important is being preserved,” he says. “And
everything else is being destroyed.”
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Miklós Haraszti, as quoted in Transitions Online
The all-front attacks on rule of law, civility, and democratic habits, kulturkampf, witchhunt, etc, are so overwhelming that the home forces of normalcy are just baffled. This
issue is a “small” part of it. Fidesz — contrary to its anticommunist rhetoric — has
always sided with the ex-communists in suppressing or damaging good legislation about
the “files”. Namely, Fidesz and the Socialists together have successfully blocked the
“liberation” of the files of the III/I and the III/II departments, that is intelligence and
counterintelligence, claiming national interests. (So far, only the files of the III/III, that is,
of the “internal enemy department” have been handled so-so.) The proposed measures,
and to a certain extent the uproar created by it, help hiding this unchanged empowerment
of the secret services to keep or release files in an unaccounted way and thus blackmail
people as it pleases. Now, with the help of their 2/3 majority, Fidesz indeed proposed the
described explicit dispersal mechanism with the described implicit consequences. (At the
moment there is no draft law, but they always table laws in a surprise manner via
individual MPs after secret codification in order to avoid public discussion — that is what
happened to the media laws as well.) The proposal’s language — nominally — serves
“citizens’ information rights”. But the essence of it is to avoid for good any public
scrutiny of pre-history of their own ranks.
My only remark is that it is equally important to protest against the plan that today’s
secret services should keep their grip on the still undisclosed files — that they should
remain the “owners” of the intelligence and counterintelligence files, and should be free
to decide without any public scrutiny which files go to the public archive — thus
blackmail who they want, while the already released files would disappear in the hands of
the victims as described and protested already. Of course, a real full access to one’s own
files a la Germany would be welcome, but not a dispersal of the files, while a great part
of the files escapes any public or private scrutiny and the secret services continue owning
them.
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Radio Europa Liberă (Selection)
Almost 1,400 academics and archivists from around the world have thus far signed a
petition calling for the Hungarian government to abandon the project of a law that will
allow for the removal and destruction of original documents held in the Historical
Archives of the Hungarian State Security. These plans would erase the memory of abuse,
suffering and--in short order—the memory of the communist regime.

RFI – tiet viet (Selection)
After being publicly condemned for stifling free speech, the right-wing Hungarian
government had to deal with criticism concerning its disregard of history. World
historians have objected to a government decree, which would create the conditions for
the communist-era secret documents to be given to the individuals involved and disposed
of. (…) Recognizing and facing the past is one of the foremost needs of the countries in
post-communist Central Europe, including Hungary.
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March 8, 2011
His Excellency Dr. László Pordány
Ambassador of the Republic of Hungary
299 Waverley Street
Ottawa, ON K2P 0V9
Dear Dr. Pordány:
The Canadian Historical Association joins the ranks of historians and archivists from around the world in
expressing our concern over the Hungarian Legislature’s preparation of a law which would destroy many of
the records of Hungarian communist secret police, interior ministry, and state security apparatus currently
held at the Historical Archives of the Hungarian State Security in Budapest.
The Canadian Historical Association/Société historique du Canada (CHA/SHC) is the oldest and largest
organization representing professional historians in Canada. Founded in 1922, the bilingual organization is
dedicated to scholarship in all fields of history. It has a membership of about 1000, made up primarily of
historians engaged as professionals from all regions of Canada and abroad.
As we write this letter to you we are also making an argument to our own Canadian federal court with
respect to granting access to historical security files in our own archives. We do so because the files of state
security agencies are amongst the most important held in any country’s archives. It is vital to the history
and memory of the country and those citizens affected that the role of the state in monitoring and punishing
its citizens be available and open. This is the only way that a country and indeed the world can know, how a
state has lived up to, or violated its responsibilities to its people. It is the only way for some of the wronged to
seek redress. Only though awareness of the fact and frank discussion of the painful periods of the past, can a
country seek reconciliation and move forward.
The CHA/SHC rejects the argument that because these records were collected illegally by an immoral regime
they should be destroyed. On the contrary, these are potentially the most valuable proof that the regime
engaged in illegal activities. The loss of this massive archive of state surveillance will wipe out the memory
of a key part of the communist regime.
The CHA/SHC believes that the security files currently held at the Historical Archives of the Hungarian State
Security have enduring value to Hungarians but also to the international community. We urge the
government of Hungary to take all steps consistent with professional archival practice to preserve these
unique and important records.
Yours Sincerely
Mary Lynn Stewart
President, Canadian Historical Association
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